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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 

Development Review Committee Minutes 

May 20, 2013 

 

CALL TO ORDER / ROLL CALL 

Vice chair Gregg Creighton called the Development Review Commission meeting of May 20, 
2013, to order at approximately 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chamber of City Hall at 380 “A” 
Avenue, Lake Oswego, Oregon. 

Members present:  Vice-chair Gregg Creighton, Ann Johnson, Bob Needham, David 
Poulson and Brent Ahrend 

Members excused:  Chair Don Richards and Frank Rossi 

Staff present:  Hamid Pishvaie, Assistant Planning Director, Evan Boone, Deputy 
City Attorney, Johanna Hastay, Associate Planner, Jessica 
Numanoglu, Senior Planner, Erica Rooney, Assistant City Engineer, 
Amanda Owings and Janice Reynolds, Administrative Support  

FINDINGS 

None  

MINUTES 

Commissioner Johnson moved to approve the minutes of March 4 and March 13, 2013 as 
submitted. Commissioner Needham seconded the motion; passed unanimously. 

PUBLIC HEARING 

LU 12-0052: A request by Kruse Village, LLC, for approval of a Development Review Permit for 
the following:  

• Construction of an approximately 64,000 sq. ft. retail/office development in six single-
story, multi-tenant buildings;  

• Minor variances to reduce the 15-ft. setback by up to two feet along the Carman Dr. and 
Meadows Rd. frontages to accommodate canopies on Buildings C, D, E and F;  

• Delineation of a Resource Preservation District; and  
• The removal of 128 trees.  
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The property is located at: 4591 Carman Drive [Tax Lot 110 of Tax Map 2 1E 07AA]. Staff 
coordinator is Jessica Numanoglu. The hearing has been continued from May 6, 2013, in order 
to provide additional opportunity for any person to testify before the Commission. 

Deputy City Attorney Evan Boone outlined the applicable procedure and time limits. He asked 
the Commissioners to declare conflicts of interest, ex parte contacts, bias, and their 
employment. Commissioners Johnson (retired housing program manager), Needham (retired 
lawyer), and Poulson (civil engineer) were familiar with the site and declared no conflicts of 
interest, bias, or ex parte contacts. Vice chair Gregg Creighton has visited the site and also 
declared no conflicts of interest, bias, or ex parte contacts. Commissioner Ahrend declared a 
conflict of interest due to his employment and recused himself.  

When invited, no one present challenged the authority of any Commissioner to hear the 
application. 

STAFF REPORT 

Ms. Numanoglu referenced supplemental staff memo dated May 17. This memo summarized 
all the exhibits and added two more. Exhibit F22 amended the traffic report and added a 
suggested condition of approval; language that would discourage cut through traffic through 
the neighborhood. Exhibit G203 was a letter in opposition to the application. Two additional 
exhibits, G103 and G204, were also added to the record. Exhibit E33 was removed.  

APPLICANT 

Matt Grady, Sr. Project Manager, Gramor Development, 19767 SW 72nd Avenue, Ste. 100 
Tualatin, Oregon 97062. 

Mr. Grady introduced three individuals who discussed architecture, traffic and new information 
about the project. 

Christine McKelvey, Group Mackenzie, 1515 Water Ave., Ste. 100, Portland, Oregon 97205 

Ms. McKelvey focused on the high quality design of the proposed development and stated that 
it would not look like a strip mall. She highlighted the materials, architectural details and the 
durableness of each building on a PowerPoint slide.  

Chris Bremer, Traffic Engineer, Kittleson and Associates, 610 SW Alder, Ste. 700 Portland, 
Oregon 97205. 

Mr. Bremer understood transportation remained a key issue. He believed the roundabout 
continued to meet City standards. He reviewed and explained the different trip types. New 
traffic counts were done since the previous hearing and the traffic numbers were down slightly.  
He also analyzed current office space available in the Kruse Way corridor and the traffic impacts 
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predicted. Mr. Bremer summarized his findings and concluded that the area would be able to 
handle the traffic and that the roundabout had adequate capacity. 

Commissioner Needham questioned the analysis of the new traffic impact numbers and how 
widely varied they were from the previous study. He believed it is not objective. Mr. Bremer 
explained the two studies in detail and showed that the two cannot be directly compared.   

Vice chair Creighton asked for the comparative volume for other traffic circles in the area. Mr. 
Bremer did not know.  

Steve Abel, Stoel Rives representing Gramor Development, 1515 Water Ave., Ste. 100, 
Portland, Oregon 97205 

Mr. Abel reminded the Commissioners that the City staff worked hard to make sure the project 
meets all the criteria for approval. He stated that the quality of the staff work was top notch. 
He assured the Commissioners that the criteria had been met for this project. 

PROPONANT 

Peter Jamison, Nixon Ave., West Linn 

Mr. Jamison shared that he drives that way every day and has never seen an issue. He looks 
forward to more service availability in the area. He works in the meadows area. 

Mark Rockwell, Knaus Rd, Lake Oswego 

Mr. Rockwell was looking forward to walking to a location for food and services and thinks it is 
a great area that provides much needed services.  

Joelle Lewis, Knaus Rd., Lake Oswego 

She stated that she was in favor of more restaurants and services. She has lived and worked in 
the area for over 25 years and believes more services are needed in the area.  

OPPOSED 

Jeff Novak, Waluga Neighborhood Association, Collins Way, Lake Oswego 

Mr. Novak addressed the new traffic management criteria and noted that significant changes 
have occurred in the highway capacity manual regarding roundabouts. He based his opinion on 
a 2010 new procedure as well as a new 2010 queuing and service level. Be believed defining the 
level of service at the intersection as a whole is a mistake. He claimed the new information 
failed to adequately address the issues. He cited the original assumptions and pointed out how 
close the service levels were to failing even back then. He recommended that the Commission 
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deny the application as it did not meet the applicable criteria. He questioned the traffic 
calculations and the outcomes presented.  

NEITHER FOR OR AGAINST  

None 

REBUTAL 

Steve Abel, Stoel Rives representing Gramor Development, ?? Portland, Oregon 97205 

Stated that often in these cases there was always a battle of the experts and the information 
presented. It was very easy to pick apart the studies presented. Staff has looked at the 
transportation study and continued to endorse the work.  

Chris Bremer, Traffic Engineer, Kittleson and Associates, 610 SW Alder, Ste. 700 Portland, 
Oregon 97205. 

He highlighted that they were not trying to change the record or provide new changed 
information. The 2012 traffic study stands and they agreed with the findings. The use of the 
older 2000 study was consistent with other jurisdictions as he knows none that have adopted 
the new study yet. He reviewed the trip generation studies and believed they were very 
conservative.  

Vice Chair Creighton inquired as to how one might adjust the traffic if it does become an issue 
and the study was wrong or needed adjustments. What might be done to correct the traffic 
issues if the area becomes popular as to create a traffic problem. 

Mr. Bremer referenced the Comprehensive Plan and how the built out works in the 20 year 
plan. There was alternative access to the site and adjacent neighborhoods which helped the 
system not to fail. If there was no other alternate route, that would be a different story. 

DELIBERATIONS  

Commissioner Poulson after reviewing the staff report noted the intent of the CR&D zone was 
confusing and could be interpreted differently. He researched the zoning code and the 20,000 
square foot limitation on retail uses and found that this proposal was for a 60,000 square feet 
of retail and office space.  
 
Ms. Numanoglu clarified that the 20,000 square feet limitation was per use and not as a whole 
for the entire project site which came from Metro Title 4. This was based upon staff 
interpretation and referenced the use table in the code. 
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The major issue appeared to be how to balance the office and retail spaces to make sure that it 
doesn’t all become retail. The Commissioners were reminded that deciding the use was not 
their job; it was to make sure that all approval criteria were met. 
 
The Commissioners would like to see an “adjustment screw” plan if the predicated traffic and 
use does not work out as planned. All agreed that the architecture and design was beautiful; it’s 
the traffic impacts and how the space gets allocated that the Commissioners discussed at 
length. Adding conditions of approval to protect the impacts to the residential neighborhood 
was considered at length. Some suggestions included having another traffic study a few years 
down the road, or perhaps determining a trigger point for a condition to be implemented. Staff 
suggested a continuation of the hearing in order to allow staff time to come up with such 
triggers and the necessary information to go along with it. The Commissioners suggested that 
staff discuss with the applicant during a break any ideas that they might have to address 
appropriate conditions of approval. 
 
Following the break, Ms. Owings, City Traffic Engineer reported that the applicant had propose 
providing cash donation to address the roundabout issues and other suggestions brought 
forward by the Waluga neighborhood. The applicant was willing to put up $20,000 to be used 
for mitigation measures; raised cross walks, curbing to direct traffic, etc.  If it was determined 
that nothing could be done, the money would go back to the applicant. The Commissioners 
agreed that the money would be a start to addressing any future issues unseen.  

Commissioner Needham moved to approve LU 12-0052 with the conditions amended and 
presented by staff; Commissioner Poulson seconded; it passed 4-0. 

 
LU 13-0009: A request by Darryl & Christina Eddy for approval of the following:  
• A minor partition to divide the site into two parcels;  
• A Development Review Permit to construct a 4,430 square foot commercial building on Parcel 
1 and a seven space parking lot on Parcel 2; and,  
• A major LGVC adjustment to the side wall plane standard [LOC 50.05.007.5.i.ii].  

The property is located at: 15955 & 15987 Boones Ferry Rd [Tax Lot 2000 of Tax Map 2 1E 
08CB]. The staff coordinator is Jessica Numanoglu. 

Deputy City Attorney Evan Boone outlined the applicable procedure and time limits. He asked 
the Commissioners to declare conflicts of interest, ex parte contacts, bias, and their 
employment. Commissioners Johnson (retired housing program manager) and Ahrend (traffic 
engineer) were familiar with the site and declared no conflicts of interest, bias, or ex parte 
contacts. Vice chair Gregg Creighton (architect) and Commissioner Needham (retired lawyer) 
have visited the site and also declared no conflicts of interest, bias, or ex parte contacts. 
Commissioner Poulson (civil engineer) declared a conflict of interest and recused himself.  
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When invited, no one present challenged the authority of any Commissioner to hear the 
application. 

STAFF REPORT 

Ms. Numanoglu entered the following new exhibits E-29 (revised elevation), E-30 (revised site 
plan), and F-8 (memo from engineering staff). The site is a 33,000 sq foot site parcel zoned GC 
in the Lake Grove Village Center LGVC) overlay district. The site is flat with one small pine tree 
in the southeast corner. All existing buildings would be demolished. The proposed bank on 
parcel 1 was proposing an ATM, which met the standard for the ATM use.  

A minor partition was allowed per the standards. Both parcels were in the LGVC district with 
special area designations with extra standards. She referenced a table in the ….(Add date of 
report) Staff Report regarding lot coverage; setbacks, etc…and that the applicant was providing 
a public plaza. The project was designed in conformance with the architectural styles of the 
code. Art deco was chosen as the building style which met all standards and codes. Continuous 
pedestrian pathway was included. The proposed block walls between the site and the abutting 
parcels did not compliment the architecture as required; therefore, staff recommended a 
different masonry style in place of the block wall. The access site plan requirement was 
highlighted, which showed where the consolidated access points would be in the future.  

Special LGVC requirements have been met with revised building elevations. Public plaza design 
was revised to meet requirements. The applicable development standards were met. Parking 
standard was in compliance, however, the proposed lighting needed to be modified. The storm 
drainage easement was designed to go through the site as proposed by the applicant and 
needed to be 15 feet easement. Sidewalk improvements that were required needed to be 
widened. One spruce tree would be affected by the bump out in the sidewalk improvements on 
Oakridge and would need to be removed. The zone compliance table in the staff report was 
reviewed describing the building height and width requirements.  

Staff recommended approval with several conditions outlined in the staff report.  

APPLICANT 

Gregory Lockhart, Project Manager Wells Fargo, 506 North Francesca Ave, Redondo Beach, 
California 

Mr. Lockhart began by explaining that the original prototype plans for the bank were rejected in 
the pre-application meetings. This new plan was the end result after adhering to the codes and 
standards required by the City. He stated he was satisfied with the staff report and would 
address any questions at this time. He explained how far the proposed block walls continued 
along the east and west property lines and how they were used as a sound barrier for adjacent 
properties. The Commissioners reviewed the revised public plaza plans that included 
landscaping. 
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PROPONANT 

Jeff Novak, Waluga Neighborhood Association, Collins Way, Lake Oswego 

Mr. Novak wanted to show support for the development in the Lake Grove Village. He 
applauded the applicant for being the first to go through the new standards and requirements 
for the village. He provided feedback for the parking issues, citing the Oakridge Park Apartment 
parking issues. He declared support for the development. 

OPPOSED 

None 

NEITHER FOR OR AGAINST 

Cheryl Uchida, Quarry Rd, Lake Oswego 

Ms. Uchida wanted to point out some things and build on Mr. Novak’s statements. This 
application was part of the Lake Grove Village Center. The lack of parking within this new center 
needed improvement. She believed there was a flaw in the City’s parking requirements. She 
questioned staff on how they interpreted the width of the sidewalk as she didn’t recall a bike 
lane in the Original Lake Grove Village Plan. She would like to see the parking conditions 
revised. 

REBUTAL 

None 

DELIBERATIONS 

The Commissioners discussed the project in detail, including the sidewalk widths, the parking 
concerns and the proposed required conditions.  

Commissioner Ahrend moved to approve the project with the new conditions of LU 13-0009; 
Commissioner Needham seconded; it passed 4-0. 

 
AP 13-02 [TR 499-13-00538]: A request by Exceptional Homes to remove six trees under a Type 
II permit in order to construct a new single-family dwelling. The six trees proposed for removal 
include a 14-inch pear tree and five Douglas fir trees 46 inches, 40 inches, 32 inches, 25 inches, 
and 36 inches in diameter.  
 

The property is located at: 5502 Koderra Ave [Tax Lot 09300 of Tax Map 21E 18CA]. The staff 
coordinator is Andy Gulizia.  
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Deputy City Attorney Evan Boone outlined the applicable procedure and time limits. He asked 
the Commissioners to declare conflicts of interest, ex parte contacts, bias, and their 
employment. Commissioners Johnson (retired housing program manager); Poulson (civil 
engineer) and Needham (retired lawyer) were familiar with the site and declared no conflicts of 
interest, bias, or ex parte contacts. Vice chair Gregg Creighton (architect) and Commissioner 
Ahrend (traffic engineer) have visited the site and also declared no conflicts of interest, bias, or 
ex parte contacts.  

When invited, no one present challenged the authority of any Commissioner to hear the 
application. 

STAFF REPORT 

Mr. Gulizia presented the …Add date…Staff Report. The application for a Type II permit must 
meet the following requirements: It must be for development or landscaping purposes; have no 
erosion and other impacts; and have no negative impact to neighborhood aesthetics or 
character. Staff was concerned only with the neighborhood impact. According to the City’s 
Consulting Arborist’s recommendation, the 46-inche and 40-inche Douglas fir trees would be 
the best to preserve for the neighborhood benefit. Therefore, staff focused on those two trees 
and their preservation. It was determined that a  minimum 10 feet protection area around the 
trees would be needed to properly protect these trees. However, the Code required that the 
property owners be allowed the full maximum lot coverage for building on the lot and that the 
space for building could not be made smaller because of the tree preservation. Therefore, staff 
recommended tentative approval of the tree removals with a condition that at least two of the 
three trees replanted on the lot be significantly taller trees (at least 10 feet).  

The porch extending out from the building was determined to be allowed per Code.  

APPLICANT 

Not present 

PROPONANT 

None 

OPPOSED 

Peter Klaebe, Chair of Rosewood Neighborhood Association, 5438 Tree Street, Lake Oswego, 
Oregon 

Mr. Klaebe stated that he was against the removal of the trees and requested that the City 
consider variances to the yard setbacks so that the dwelling can be built without the removal of 
the trees. He pointed out that the cutting of the trees would in fact be a negative impact to the 
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neighborhood. He cited the DRC’s approval of the original subdivision back in 2005 and the 
errors made in the original report. Mr. Klaebe also shared the impacts of the wind storm of 
2006 and the impact it had on the trees as an example that trees that are next to one another 
need to be saved together. He does not agree with the arborist’s findings. He believed some 
trees could be saved.  

Lisa Vopel, Kenney Street, Lake Oswego 

Ms. Vopel stated that she lived on the other side of the grove in question. The trees were part 
of a larger grove. She reported being involved with this development from the very beginning. 
Her main concern was the trees. She was under the impression that the trees on Pilkington 
would be saved. She understood that some trees needed to be removed, but requested that 
the two larger fir trees be saved. She cited as an indication that the trees were intended to 
remain the way the sidewalks and curbs were constructed originally.  

NEITHER FOR OR AGAINST 

None  

REBUTAL 

None 

DELIBERATIONS 

The Commissioners discussed the process by which the required setbacks could be changed. It 
was determined that the Commissioners cannot approve the tree removal request contingent 
on approval of another request, e.g., a setback variance. 

Although some Commissioners did not wish to see the trees removed, they believed they had 
no choice per the Code but to approve the request. They cannot require the property owner to 
explore other options. The Commissioners discussed removing the 46 inch tree and saving the 
40 inch without impact to the dwelling. Although the City’s Consulting Arborist recommended 
keeping them together, staff believed that retaining the 40 inch tree would provide enough 
room for the required porch to be constructed. Both the applicants Arborist and the City’s 
Arborist agreed that the trees needed to be removed together. 

Commissioner Ahrend moved to approve the removal of 4 of the trees and deny the removal of 
the 40 and 46 inch trees per AP 13-02 [TR 499-13-00538] due to the negative aesthetics and 
impact on the neighborhood; motion died for lack of a second. Prior to a vote, staff and the 
DRC discussed at length the reasoning behind the denial and the issues it presented. 
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Commissioner Johnson moved to approve a continuance of AP 13-02 [TR 499-13-00538] in 
order to provide an opportunity for the applicant to testify before the DRC; Commissioner 
Needham seconded. Motion passed 3-2. 
 

AP 13-03 [TR 499-13-00586]: A request by Eslinger Builders to remove four trees under a Type 
II permit in order to construct a new single-family dwelling. The four trees proposed for 
removal include a 51-inch Douglas fir, a 10-inch holly, a 20-inch larch, and an 18-inch larch.  

The property is located at: 881 C Ave [Tax Lot 06600 of Tax Map 21E 3CA]. The staff 
coordinator is Andy Gulizia. 

Deputy City Attorney Evan Boone outlined the applicable procedure and time limits. He asked 
the Commissioners to declare conflicts of interest, ex parte contacts, bias, and their 
employment. Commissioners Johnson (retired housing program manager); Poulson (civil 
engineer) and Needham (retired lawyer) were familiar with the site and declared no conflicts of 
interest, bias, or ex parte contacts. Vice chair Gregg Creighton (architect) and Commissioner 
Ahrend (traffic engineer) have visited the site and also declared no conflicts of interest, bias, or 
ex parte contacts.  

When invited, no one present challenged the authority of any Commissioner to hear the 
application. 

STAFF REPORT 

Mr. Gulizia presented the May 10, 2013 Staff Report to remove four trees to construct a new 
single family dwelling. He further explained that other trees were originally included, but were 
deemed either hazardous or exempt from the Tree Code, which left four trees remaining.   
Additionally, it was determined by both the City’s Arborist and the Applicant’s arborist that the 
51 inch fir tree was also deemed a hazard and would be removed through a different permit. 
Therefore, the present application was for removal of three trees. Staff found the criteria for 
the removal of these trees was met and recommended approval. 

APPLICANT 

Not present 

PROPONANT 

None 

OPPOSED 

Christopher Klee, F Ave., Lake Oswego 
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Mr. Klee reported that he moved to the City five years ago because of the cottage feel of the 
neighborhood. He was concerned that this character was in danger of being eroded by the 
larger homes. He cited several examples in the neighborhood that changed the character of the 
area due to tree removal. 

Heidi Schrimsher, Knaus Road, Lake Oswego 

Ms. Schrimsher reported that she was the former owner of the 8th and E property. She stated 
that she consulted two different arborists back then in order to save the trees. A plan was 
devised to keep these trees thriving and it was working. Then due to financial reasons she sold 
the property and moved.  A developer eventually clear cut the lot as staff determined the trees 
had to be cut down. She then watched the trees come down and there was no rot at all. She 
recommended staff do some forensics after these trees were cut down. She further explained 
her frustration to learn at midnight that the 51 inch fir tree would be removed under a 
hazardous tree permit which was why she was here tonight, to testify against its removal. She 
believed that not all trees affected by the Columbus Day storm were rotten and needed 
removal.  

Nicole Seeray, 8th Street, Lake Oswego 

Ms. Seeray shared her frustration that the 51 inch fir tree was not included in tonight’s hearing 
and further that they were not notified prior to the meeting or at the beginning of the meeting. 
There were originally eight people present to testify this evening, but left due to the length of 
the meeting. She read a prepared testimony even though it included the 51 inch tree. She 
stated that she didn’t understand why the developer could not be consulted to see about 
changes to the home design. No trees were talked about being hazardous in the beginning 
which seemed suspect now that four were deemed to be removed. She stated that there is a 
problem in the process. 

Staff tried to address the process by stating that the applicant was in the driver’s seat and can 
remove any part of the request at any time. Staff apologized for not contacting the public early 
so that they did not have to wait so long to testify against something that did not exist 
anymore. Staff also stated that they believe in the skill level of the City’s Arborist who was not 
present to defend herself. 

There was a lengthy discussion on the process and the original appeal of the four fir trees that 
were eventually considered hazardous. There was no data presented on what was hazardous 
about the 51 inch fir tree.  

Erica Tanzy, 9th Street, Lake Oswego 

She also expressed frustration at tonight’s hearing. She reiterated the loss of the trees and the 
impact upon the neighborhood. She stated the process was developer friendly and they use 
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“hazardous” as a way out of keeping the trees which then makes the building much easier. She 
wanted to preserve the character of the tree canopy in the neighborhood.  

NEITHER FOR OR AGAINST  

None 

REBUTAL 

None 

DELIBERATIONS 

The DRC discussed denying the removal of the remaining trees since the others were to be 
removed per hazardous distinction; with the intent to save the two larches. But there was a 
requirement related to the garage that may result in removal. It was determined that the 
garage could be moved to another location. Staff shared the relevant factors that they used to 
determine impacts of tree removal on the neighborhoods. 

Commissioner Poulson moved to approve the removal of the holly tree and two larch trees per 
AP 13-03 [TR 499-13-00586]; Commissioner Ahrend seconded; it failed 1-4. 

Commissioner Johnson moved to approve the removal of the holly and deny the removal of the 
two larch trees per AP 13-03 [TR 499-13-00586]; Commissioner Needham seconded; it passed 
4-1. 

GENERAL PLANNING AND OTHER BUSINESS 

None 

ADJOURNMENT  

There being no further business, Vice Chair Creighton adjourned the meeting at approximately 
12:45 a.m.  

Respectfully submitted,  

Janice Reynolds  

Administrative Support  
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